
Leeds, 7 February 2024

Sender
Dott. Luca Benatti
8 Lincoln Court 
LS28 5DD Leeds
West Yorkshire
United Kingdom

Email
benattiluca@yahoo.co.uk

For the attention of

EU Commissioner 
Ms Mairead McGuinness

British Ambassador in Rome 
Rt Hon Edward Llewellyn

Solicitors Ison Harris

Alla Gentile Attenzione

Senatrice On. Liliana Segre
Avv. Eugenio Losco
Avv. Luciano Belli Paci
Avv. Flavio Rossi Albertini

SUBJECT: 
THE  WITNESSING  OF  THE  POLICE  AND  PUBLIC  DEFENDANTS  CONCERNING  ITALIAN 
CITIZENS PAPERLESS LIKE ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS, TORMENTED WITH REPEATED FALSE 
ACCUSATIONS AND PREVENTED FROM INDEPENDENT LEGAL REPRESENTATION. THIS IS 
A LAWSUIT FOR REPEATED FALSE ARREST, TORTURE AND SLAVERY DOCUMENTED BY 
POLICE, PUBLIC DEFENDANTS AND PUBLIC OFFICERS.

Dear EU Commissioner Ms Mairead McGuinness
I  am writing  to  you  concerning  the  WITNESSING and  REPORTS of  the  POLICE and 

PUBLIC DEFENDANTS, for the repeated false accusations against Italian Citizens, paperless and 
prevented from the rights to hire an independent lawyer. I underline the Police every time had to 
dismiss the false accusations as unsubstantiated fabrications. 

Concerning this  situation EU-OLAF in 2005 has sent  my lawsuit  to the Court  in  Milan, 
concerning the freedom of movement, freedom of enterprise, but also concerning the Monopoly 
and  competition  (please  find  the  letter  of  the  President  of  the  Italian  Republic  concerning 
"Monopoly and Competition"). But the Prosecutor in Milan had the insolence to pretend "it  has 
never happened", despite of the letters of the Italian consul and the witnesses. It was also in the 
news.

Almost two years after EU OLAF sent my lawsuit to Italy, MP Bill Rammell of the office of  
PM Tony Blair sent me a letter informing "it  was an Italian Private Matter" if  Italian People are 
paperless in the UK. As you can see, after that I was arrested with repeated false accusations the 
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Police had to dismiss every time as unsubstantiated, if those accusations were not clear evidences 
of  slander  and  defamation  tormenting  the  victims  already  prevented  from  independent  legal 
representation and reduced into slavery. 

You can find all  of  this in the Reports of  the Police and the Public Defendants,  on my 
website, in the APPENDIX of the book I wrote about this situation. 

And since “they” also had the insolence to pretend I wouldn't be able to distinguish good 
and evil, just to slander the victims more and more with their alternative system of values, after EU 
sent lawsuit to Italy, you can find in attach the audio recording of Dissanayaka concerning these 
false accusations too, as evidence of more slander and more defamation against Italian Citizens, 
imposed  to  be  the  impostors  despite  they  are  not,  and  prevented  from  the  rights  to  hire 
independent legal representation.

Concerning  the  PhD offer,  I  already had  a  sponsor  and  important  customers  as  NHS 
Canada  and  NHS  Australia  when  the  registration  procedure  was  aborted,  because  both  my 
passport and my university degree have become unavailable, couldn't find confirmation and the 
Consul couldn't provide any assistance, not different from making me paperless and look like an 
impostor.

I demand Justice for the civil rights violations and for the POLITICAL COVER UP, after EU 
sent lawsuit to Italy. Because I was intentionally prevented from the right to hire an independent 
lawyer, and the police, public defendants and public officers well reported the situation of abuses 
and violations from the start.

I demand Justice for MORAL TORTURE, as I am still today imposed to be the impostor  
without being the impostor, but the scapegoat, the cover up for their alternative system of values.

I  demand  Justice  for  MORAL  and  PHYSICAL  TORTURE,  because  of  violence  and 
coercion, repeated false arrests,  and for  being prevented from legal representation in order to 
prosecute the masterminds of  these false accusations,  while the Police and Public defendants 
were witnessing and reporting the abuses I was complaining and now reporting to you.

In conclusion,  in 2016 I  published a book concerning the differences between the Nazi 
racial laws and the Fascist racial laws, because in the school books there is no mention of the 
Fascist racial laws. Could you tell why? In what system of value would you tolerate the bribery,  
blackmail, false arrests, false accusations and witch hunting, and then more violence and coercion 
preventing the victims from independent legal representation,  meanwhile the police and Public 
defendants report the situation of intentional abuses? 

Could you tell what system of values and what political reasons can justify all of this as 
good intentions, in the respect of any democratic value different from lynching people?

Is democracy the rights to gather into a group and do whatever please them, or the rights of 
the people to have a lawyer and have their rights respected as stated by the law?

If nobody is able to tell how the democratic values have become catholic legacy, without 
having to quote the racial laws of Mussolini, it doesn't make me unable to distinguish good and 
evil.  But  I  wonder  if  they  could  distinguish  good  and  evil,  vanishing  people's  passport  and 
university degrees, and pretending from the victims to conform to their holy will. The very same 
reasons the Vatican was terminated, and it took a dictatorship to restore it as symbol of democracy, 
people rights and freedoms. 

Sincerely 
Luca Benatti

Dissanayaka, the Audio with transcript on Youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2HjiRDdtzQ
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For the Attention of 

Solicitors Ison Harrison

Dear Solicitors Ison Harrison

I  have been  suggested  to  contact  you concerning this  legal  matter,  after  EUSS Office 
contacted the advisor Ailsa McLaughlin and she gave me this advice.

Sometime before I contacted the Citizen Advice Bureau, and I was suggested to contact the 
MPs. I contacted both MP Rachel Reeves and MP Stuart Andrew, but couldn't have an answer.

Nevertheless, I like to report the witnessing of the Police and Public Defendants concerning 
repeated false accusations against EU Citizens prevented from the rights to hire a lawyer and are 
reduced into slavery. 

I like to report concerning the assistance of the Consulate, in making me paperless like an 
illegal immigrant and look like an impostor despite I am not, just to cover up bribery and blackmail 
with more abuses, this time with witnessing of the Police and Public Defendants. 

The European Union OLAF has sent a lawsuit to Italy concerning this matter, because of 
the factual indisputable evidences, and now I jump to conclusions with you when I wonder in what 
system of values MP Bill Rammel of the Office of PM Tony Blair could pretend it was "an Italian 
private matter". I wonder it was rather a cover up, after EU sent lawsuit to Italy and after it was in 
the news. 

The documents I mention are on my website, in fact concerning this situation I wrote a 
book. Mostly because I don't like to be the impostor as I am not, and because I don't like to be the 
cover up for such a perverts and tormentors, or their alternative system of values.

In order to better understand, to introduce the subject to you, I wonder in what system of 
values some people have the recommendations of the bishop for diplomas and degrees they never 
had, like Giulio Regeni, and also have the rights to feel honest with it, while the other cannot have 
confirmation confirmation of their true academic career from state universities, become impostor 
and counterfeiters despite they are not, and are tormented and persecuted as terrorists for their 
pretence to have rights not to be the impostors and not to be paperless.

I like to know if it is because they are Negroes that Dr Buller and Dr Dissanayaka are not as 
good and reliable, not as much as the false accusations of the Flannigan and Tony Blair almost two 
years after the happenings. 

I like to know in what system of value in Yorkshire you cannot tell a Negro he is a Negro,  
despite he is a Negro in evidence (the cricket player scandal), but you can make Italian people 
paperless like illegal immigrants, prevent the victims from legal representation and pretend the 
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victims are impostor and counterfeiters even if they are not, with violence and coercion and false 
accusations, after EU sent lawsuit to Italy.

Was it because a Negro witnessed in writing that I was not the problem, but the Consulate 
was of no help more than making me paperless, and I was prevented from travelling and the rights 
to hire a lawyer and wanted to address the problems they were causing?

I wonder how the false accusations two years after the happenings could be more reliable 
and honest than the reports of the police and public defendants and public officers witnessing the 
facts  at  the  time  of  the  happenings,  and  then  again  later  the  police,  public  defendants  and 
Dissanayaka witnessing the false accusations of the Flannigan and associates.

I  like  to  underline  the  police  had  to  dismiss  every  time  these  false  accusations  as 
unsubstantiated, and I like to report it as slander and defamation and political cover up. 

And since they had the insolence to offend my ability to distinguish good and evil, I like to 
return the test with more witnesses and evidences against their false accusations and their racist 
attacks, slander, defamation and political cover ups. 

But, if you could find someone of your best professors in England who is able to tell one 
democratic value that it has been a catholic value in History, I would be pleased to reward this 
person with £200.000 AWARD. And I would reward them also if they could tell how the democratic 
values have become catholic legacy, without having to quote the racial laws of Mussolini.

In fact the democratic values are the result of the emancipation from the absolute power of 
the church, and especially the secular value of Justice, especially the emancipation from the divine 
Justice  is  the exact  reason the ancient  Romans used to call  the Christians  with  the name of 
uncivilized barbarians

I am not the impostor, but your Highest standard from your best Universities is documenting 
very well  a population unable to answer the most simple questions concerning the democratic 
values, and this is not compatible with the rule of the law of any civil society. 

I demand justice for racist hate crimes and moral torture, for imposing on me to be the 
impostor  despite  I  am not,  and especially  after  EU sent  lawsuit  to  Italy,  just  to  cover  up  the 
alternative system of values doing “miracles” with passports, university degrees and people rights.

I demand justice for repeated false accusations, and for the illegal detention

Please find in attachment the audio recording of Dissanayaka, and try to find a reasonable 
explanation for the "intolerable way to have to live". Alternatively, ask yourself what part of it was 
legal, and what rights I ever had, accordingly to the civil rights agreement signed up by Tony Blair  
to the EU sometime before I arrived.

Sincerely
Luca Benatti
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Alla Gentile Attenzione
Avvocato Eugenio Fusco

Gentile Avvocato Eugenio Losco
Spero che l'Inglese scritto in fretta non le sia di troppo disturbo, ma posso produrre una 

traduzione qualora fosse necessario.

Dear Lawyer Eugenio Losco,
concerning Ilaria Salis I can assure you she is not the only one betrayed by the Italian 

Consulates, and the alternative system of values of their mission. 

Above all I like to make very clear I am not anti-fascist or anti anything.

I am just a democrat trying to be as democrat as possible, and to demonstrate my genuine 
and sincere intention I organised an AWARD, in order to understand who is the impostor, and what 
is the system of value in discussion, if it was conforming to any democratic values.

I liked my civil rights to have passport replacement after the theft of my passport, the rights 
to travel, the rights to hire a lawyer if needed, the rights to have the confirmation of my university 
degree and not to have to look like an impostor, and the civil rights to organize my opportunities in 
autonomy. But apparently it doesn't work this way. 

There  are  obscure  forces  between  “having  a  university  degree”,  and  having  “the 
confirmation of that university degree”, and the difference is made in the “black box” of the systems 
of values in between. As consequence some people have the recommendations of the bishop for 
diplomas and degrees they never had, and have the rights to feel honest with it, while some other 
cannot have confirmation of their true academic career from state university, become paperless 
like illegal immigrant and are forced with coercion to look like impostors, and are persecuted as 
terrorists for their pretence to have rights not to be the impostors.

I am not the impostor, and I am not willing to be the impostor in order to cover up the 
alternative  system  of  value  of  the  mafia  in  the  “black  box”.  But  eventually  I  could  organize 
$200.000 AWARD,  with my flat in the city centre in Milan as guarantee, to reward whoever was 
able to tell how the democratic values have become catholic legacy, without having to quote the 
racial laws of Mussolini. 

This subject in Italy is know as “la questione morale” (the moral matter), and I would like to 
know in what system of value I would be a terrorist for pretending the rights not to be the impostor. 
What is this, vanishing of people into thin air? The green evolution of the Nazi chimney? 

In conclusion,  I  have no passport  since the begin  of  times,  I  am here to look  like  an 
impostor, hostage of their pervert conscience, as a votive act to the catholic democratic values of 
Mussolini. How does it sound to you, in the legal system of value?
 Dissanayaka asked my if I was abducted. I ask you concerning the witnessing of the Police 
and Public defendants in England, and concerning the assistance I ever had from the Consulate 
making me paperless and to look like an impostor.

Sinceramente
Luca Benatti
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– Allegati  -  Attachments

My passport as issued by the Questura in Milan, photocopy (Paperback pag. 179, Excerpt pag 106)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=106

The President of the Italian Republic concerning Monopoly and the freedom of enterprise (pag 183)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=110

The Graduation Ceremony at the Verona University (Paperback pag. 193, Excerpt pag 120)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=120

The Consulate after the theft of the passport (Paperback 187, 189, 191)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=114
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=116
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=118

The EU OLAF sent my lawsuit to the Court in Milan (Paperback pag 205, Excerpt pag 132)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=132

MP Bill Rammell, for PM Tony Blair Government cover up (Paperback pag 209, Excerpt pag 136)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=136

-  La testimonianza della Polizia e degli avvocati riguardo ripetute false denunce
-  The witnessing of the Police and public Defendants concerning repeated false accusations

Concerning false accusation made with the recommendation NOT to be investigated by the Police (211,213)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=138
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=140

From solicitor concerning more false accusations, suggesting to lawsuit police (pag 215)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=142

From solicitor informing that withour a passport have no rights to hire a lawyer (pag 223)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=150

From barrister suggesting to lawsuit Foreign Office (Paperback pag 245, Excerpt pag 172)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=172

The transcript and audio recording of Dr Dissanayaka (pag 77, 217)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=87
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=144

Dissanayaka, the Audio with transcript on Youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2HjiRDdtzQ

From Boris Johnson, the flagship of “the law of the land “ (Paperback pag 233, Excerpt pag 160)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=160

EUSS Scheme (Paperback pag 236, Excerpt pag 164)
https://www.lbblacksmith.org/3_JAN_1925_lb_blacksmith_excerpt.pdf#page=164

HOMEPAGE: https://www.lbblacksmith.org

FREE  PDF EXCERPT  

The web page of this letter: https://www.lbblacksmith.org/archive/index.html
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